Introduction
Most of the real world optimization problems contain multiple, non commensurable and conflicting objectives known as multiobjective optimization problem. CCP in the framework of conventional GP with dependent and independent chance constraints has been studied by many researchers [156; 312] Due to the ambiguity presence in formulating models of MOCCP, it is very often found that the mean and standard deviation of random variables associated with the parameters of chance constraints cannot be articulate precisely. So the concept of FRVs [50] was introduced in the decision making context. An efficient FGP technique for solving CCP with normally distributed FRVs associated with the system constraints have been presented by Biswas and Modak [35] in the recent past.
In this chapter, the FGP approach to MODM problems with chance constraints having uniformly distributed FRV in right side of the system constraints has been presented. In the model formulation process the FMOCCP problem is converted into an FP model by applying chance constrained methodology developed for fuzzy uniform distribution with the help of -cuts of the fuzzy numbers. After that considering the fuzzy nature of the parameters associated with the system constraints, the problem is decomposed on the basis of the tolerance ranges of the parameters.
Then the membership function of the each of the individual objectives is defined in isolation to measure the degree of achievements of the goal levels of the objectives.
Then FGP model is developed to achieve the highest degree of each of the defined membership functions to the extent possible. To explore the potentiality of the proposed approach, an illustrative example is solved and the solution is compared with other existing technique.
Prerequisites
In deriving FMOCCP model the following concepts are derived to make most satisfactory solution by the DMs in the decision making context. In this section, the concepts of uniform distribution have been extended in a fuzzy environment.
Fuzzy Uniform
Let the uniform density on an interval is written as . Again let be a uniformly distributed random variable. Then the density function of of the random variable is given by { where the mean and variance of the distribution is defined as and .
Now if ̃a nd ̃ are considered as fuzzy numbers, then the uniform density for the fuzzy numbers ̃a nd ̃is written as ̃ ̃ . It is to be noted here that there is some ambiguity at the end points of the uniform density function. A uniform density function for fuzzily described random variable defined on ̃ ̃ is given as
where ̃[ and ̃[ represent the -cuts of the corresponding fuzzy numbers ̃ and ̃.
Now the mean of the uniformly distributed FRV is represented by the -cuts of fuzzy numbers as [50]
For different values of the value of the integral is equals to . Hence the mean of
In this way the mean of the distribution is fuzzified from the crisp mean value .
Similarly the variance of the distribution is defined as
For different values of the value of the integral is equals to which can be expressed as ̃ ( ̃ ̃) , which is the fuzzification of the crisp variance where ̃ represent continuously distributed FRVs; ̃ are triangular fuzzy numbers; denote any real number for .
Since ̃ are uniformly distributed FRVs, the probability density function of ̃ using the concept of fuzzy uniform described in Section 4.2 is presented as
where the mean and variance of the distribution is given by ̃ ̃ ̃ and ̃ ( ̃ ̃ ) , respectively .
Construction of FP Model
Using CCP technique for uniform distribution in fuzzy environment, the constraints in the FMOCCP model (4.1) is transformed into the following form as
Since this inequality is true for all the expression can be written in terms of -cut as
Now applying first decomposition theorem as stated in Subsection 1.3.2.1, chapter-1, the equation (4.2) is reduced to the following form as
Again, considering the probabilistic behavior of FMOCCP model (4.1), the problem is converted into the equivalent FP problem by using the derived methodology as Find so as to Maximize = ∑ subject to
In fuzzy decision making situation it is to be assumed that the mean and variance associated with the continuously distributed FRVs, ̃ and ̃ are right sided fuzzy numbers having tolerance limit and , respectively. So the respective membership functions of these fuzzy numbers are represented using Subsection 
FGP Model Development
In a fuzzy decision making environment, achievement of a fuzzy goal to its aspired level means achievement of the corresponding membership function to its highest degree. Since highest value of each membership function is unity, the DMs' problem is to achieve the highest aspiration level ( 
An Illustrative Example
To demonstrate potential use and efficiency of the proposed approach, a modified version of the MOCCP problem studied by Sinha et al. [345] is considered in fuzzy environment and is solved. The FMOCCP problem is presented as Find so as to Maximize
. Hence the membership functions are constructed by using the procedure described in 
Achieved Value
Achieved goal value to proposed methodology Achieved goal value of Sinha et.al.
Conclusions and Scope for Future Studies
The developed methodology in this chapter is very much efficient to solve FMOCCP problems with uniform distribution from a view point to solve the problems with joint occurrence of fuzziness and randomness under simultaneous considerations. The proposed model can also be applied to the FMOCCP models in which the objective functions also follow uniform or some other type of probability distributions. This technique can also be extended to solve FMOCCP problems in an imprecisely defined probabilistic hierarchical decision making context for making most satisfactory decision at each hierarchical levels. However it is hoped that the derived methodology may open up new vistas into the way of making decisions from a current complex ambiguous and probabilistic decision making environment.
